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A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF A TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM:
APPLICATION OF AN EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY TO THE CONCEPT OF
TEACHER AS INTELLECTUAL PRESENCE
(OCTOBER, 1974)
ABSTRACT
This study is an evaluation of the Graduate Internship Program,
a teacher preparation program at the University of California at Santa
Cruz in the 1972-73 academic year.
The study describes the need and rationale for "intellectual
presence" in teachers. The concept was developed by Dr. Arthur Pearl,
Chairman of the program being evaluated, as an analysis of societal
problems, alternative solutions, and the need for education to prepare
students to be able to make such analyses and pose solutions. The
concept attempts to link the ends of society to the ends of education,
and to analyze the extent of congruency between educational means and
societal ends. The concept of "intellectual presence" became a major
goal for the program in 1972-73, and this study was made during its
first year of implementation. "Intellectual presence" is described
in the first chapter, which attempts to focus on the curricular
implications and applications of the concept.
The specific purpose of the study is to determine whether the
Fortune-Hutchinson evaluation methodology can be applied to the goals
of a specific teacher preparation program. That methodology has at its
goal the provision of data for decision-making. Linkage of means and
ends is one of the most difficult problems educators face. The evaluation
methodology being applied utilizes the operationalized goal statements
of identified program decision-makers as the basis for generating data
for decision-making. (Operationalized goal statements are general
goals cast in terms of measurable behaviors.)
In the chapter entitled, "Description of the Study," the means
used to evaluate accomplishment of programs goals are described and
limitations noted. The design of the study is limited by three central
factors: first, the goals to be evaluated were new to the program.
Second, the evaluation methodology itself was new. In contrast to the
traditional research approach, the methodology does not necessarily
posit cause-and-effect or correlational relationships. Rather, decision-
makers, in a program to be evaluated^ state goals in their ov;n terms and
then proceed to state the data which they would them.seives find useful
for making deci si onsT\ Third, while the evaluation methodology is de-
signed to reach to criterion-referenced testing rather than standardized
norms, the first round of operationalizations reaches possible criteria
but does not quantify outcomes.
viii
Outcomes were measured in terms of oral self-reports made by
children being taught by intern teachers in the UCSC program. A
random sample of children in grades Kindergarten through grade 6 in
classrooms taught by program participants was interviewed orally by the
evaluator, using questions developed by participants.
Results are given in the chapter so titled, and these are fol-
lowed by conclusions and recommendations. In the concluding chapter,
the author attempts to extrapolate and speculate beyond the data in
terms of the program goals being analyzed.
ix
CHAPTER I
RATIONALE AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problems confronting American public education have grown
both in number and complexity in the past decade. The seeds of discon-
tent were sown with the institutionalization of all kinds of inequities
racial, economic, political, intellectual, individual. The bitter
fruit these inequities have produced has rendered leadership impotent
in the face of clamorous demands for the redress of grievances--demands
from teachers, students, parents, taxpayers, and a host of special
interest clientele.
While they may not agree when it comes to the political economy
or ecology of the country, widely disparate critics of both the right
and the left agree that when it comes to education, things are in a
sorry state and that something must be done. So persistent, vocal, and
virulent have these criticisms been that one is hard pressed to find an
enthusiastic defender of the status quo--even within the educational
establishment itself.^
If it is true that any educational enterprise can be only as
good as the teachers in it, then it is perhaps not surprising or
illogical that much of the professional (if not general public)
^Max Lewis Rafferty, Classroom Countdown: Education at the
Crossroads (New York: Hawthorn Books, 1970), pp. 138-141; see also
John Caldwell Holt, How Children Fail (New York: Dell, 1964), pp. 165-
201
.
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2criticism has focused on the institutions of higher education charged
with the responsibility of preparing teachers.^
Criticism of departments, schools and colleges of teacher
preparation is not new. What is new is the seriousness of the criti-
cism which replaces a rather complacent, bemused tolerance of the
irrelevance of much of the work of these institutions.*
While it wouldn't be accurate to say that institutions prepar-
ing teachers have responded to mounting criticism with alacrity, it is
nevertheless fair to say that there has been some response--albei
t
sometimes goaded by legislative imperatives. It is the purpose of this
introduction to look briefly at the kinds of responses institutions
have made and then to describe the particular response to be
investigated.
One set of responses has been that of wishing to go back to a
way which seemed to work in the past. The Max Raffertys and James
Conants of education seem to believe that if we just get back to the
eternal verities and three "R's" of education, all will come right.
Under Rafferty, students in our most populous state were to be taught
* To avoid the real or imagined dichotomy drawn between propo-
nents of teacher educati on and teacher traini nq , the term, teacher
preparation, will be used throughout. Proponents of teacher education
emphasize the broad, general, liberal education teachers receive. Pro-
ponents of teacher trai ni nq emphasize the technical and methodological
aspect of pedagogy. Obviously, the dichotomy is one of degree, not an
either/or proposition. A relatively neutral third terminology is used.
House,
Charles
1970), pp,
Silberman,
412-469.
Crisis in the Classroom (New York: Random
3only by teachers who had "academic" degrees, i.e., degrees in tradi-
ional disciplines. Two assumptions seem to operate: first, that if
teachers were only well-grounded in a subject and thus more like
scholars, instruction would improve. There is no evidence to indicate
that this emphasis on the 3"R's" for teachers has had any effect on the
problems facing education in California. Neither was it explained how
greater emphasis on the traditional disciplines would achieve any of
the broad societal goals extant for education, such as the ability to
think, i.e., to analyze and interpret data, to formulate clear goals,
and to negotiate complex environments. The second assumption seems to
have been that elimination of much of the "nonsense" contained in educa-
tion courses would improve teaching. Again, despite widespread agree-
ment that this was indeed nonsense, it has yet to be demonstrated that
a de-emphasis of professional methodological courses improved teacher
3
or student performance.
In another part of the spectrum, the Holts, Illichs, and Kozols
were ready to throw out the baby, the bathwater, and the tub.^ Their
cure for the ills of public education was largely to do away with it,
and then to re-establish it in other forms which in unexplained ways
3 *
James Bryant Conant, The Education of American Teachers (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1963), pp. 112-116; see also James Bryant
Conant, Two Modes of Thought (New York: Trident Press, 1964).
4
John Caldwell Holt, The Underacheivinq School (New York:
Pitman Publishing Corp., 1969), pp. 9-10; see also John Caldwell Holt,
What Do I Do Monday? (New York: Dell, 1972), pp. 19-21.
Ivan Illich, Deschooling Society (New York: Harper and Row,
1970), pp. 37-48.
Jonathon Kozol
,
Death at an Early Age (New York: Bantam, 1967),
pp. 208-214.
4would be free of credentialism and bureaucratization. They had little
use for either pedagogy or academic disciplines.^ They hoped that if
everyone were simply freed from constraints, education would occur
"naturally." Teachers themselves, they were reluctant to do away with
the role of teacher in their schemes, but they certainly didn't want or
expect leadership from teachers. Nor did they have any prescription
for teachers beyond perhaps that they should have an ability to be
human.
After a period of initial rapture with free school and non-
school approaches, there was a period of disillusionment in which most
of these critics stopped practicing what they preached but went on
preaching it, thus insuring that others could come to share their
disillusionment.
The third point on the spectrum is that occupied by the human-
as exemplified by Gerry Weinstein and Mario Fantini.^ That camp
expouses a) "humanizing" of existing curriculum by relating it to the
needs and interests of students and b) expansion of existing curricula
5
Ivan D. Illich, Deschooling Society (1st ed.; New York:
Harper and Row, 1971) makes the argument as a whole; see also John
Caldwell Holt, How Children Learn (New York: Dell, 1967), pp. 14,1-156.
Further examples of the genre include:
Herbert R. Kohl, The Open Classroom (New York: New York Review,
1970) and Jonathon Kozol
,
"Free Schools" (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1973, a paper).
^Mario Fantini and Gerald Weinstein, The Disadvantaged :
Challenge to Education (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), pp. 9-11.
5to include a "curriculum of the self" in which the object of study be-
comes the student himself.
The fourth quddrant is commandeered by the behaviorists. They
believe that goals schools have for students should be defined in terms
of precise, measurable outcomes. They ask not what a student knows,
but rather what he can ^ as a result of instruction. Dwight Allen and
others, with federal support, attempted to apply the techniques of
systems analysis and Skinnerian behaviorism so much in vogue in indus-
try and government to the educational process.^ First, they tried to
define the behaviors which a good teacher would exhibit, and later they
attempted to add the behaviors students would exhibit if well taught--
establishing minimally acceptable behaviors or competencies in both
cases. Theoretically, a teacher or student could assimilate "bits"
of information at his own rate, entering or exiting an instructional
sequence at varying points. Whatever the philosophical merits of such
a mechanistic approach, suffice it to say that of nine models
developed around the country, none has yet been implemented. •
Milling about in the center of the spectrum are the eclectics.
Like Dwight Allen's School of Education of Massachusetts, this group
seems to have despaired of finding any coherent, consistent philosoph-
ical or pedagogical approach, substituting instead a "change for the
sake of perspective" stance in which different strokes are administered
^Dwight William Allen, Microteachi nq (Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1969), pp.2-3.
6to different folks in the hope phat out of this more or less random or
shotgun approach, some pattern or truth will emerge.®
None of the sectors described is totally static. Each waxes
and wanes, gaining new adherents, losing front-line protagonists to
injury and fatigue, gradually surrounding itself with a rationale, a
pedagogy, and a saber-toothed curriculum for teachers-to-be.^
\
More importantly, each has a curious and fatal flaw in its
goals: each has goals internal to the educational process itself;
none has goals which are explicitly related to the external reality in
which they operate. Put differently, goals are not set initially in
the context of intentions for society as a whole--thereby making the
e(iucational system a means toward social ends, which it undeniably is.
Each would claim its goals ultimately can be related to the social
problems extant and foreseen, but none makes this critical relationship
clear. While there is nothing in their intrinsic goals which automat-
ically or necessarily makes them antithetical to societal goals, the
point is that neither is there anything in them which explains how
their educational goals relate to broader social goals.
Even a systems analyst would concede that one begins with the
total system and its goals, subsequently, breaking this down into sub-
systems and subgoals. After this step, of course, the analyst must
g
Dwight William Allen, unpublished talks to faculty and students.
University of Massachusetts School of Education, September, 1968, to
June, 1969.
9
J. Abner Peddiwell, Ph.D. [Harol d ..Benjamin] , The Saber-Tooth
Curriculum (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1939), pp. 24-44.
7look for congruency between the first order goals and goals derived
from subsystems.
What all of the approaches described have failed to do is to
establish goals for the system as a whole--for the society in which
education is a subsystem. Each has started instead with the subsystem
of education: the fatal flaw of each, then, is that it can only assume
or hope for congruency between its goals for the subsystem and those it
holds (but doesn't-or can't declare) for the social system as a whole.
What this in turn allows is for each to claim congruency for
its own subsystem goals, for none to have a larger goal framework
within which the subgoals can be viewed, and for none to be able
effectively to refute the other except on grounds of personal prefer-
ence or predilection. None has been able to demonstrate its effective-
ness to the satisfaction of the profession or the public even within
the subsystem— and none has tackled systematically the tougher question
of how its effects serve or fail to serve society.
Obviously, there is no congruency in the population generally
or among educators in particular as to goals one should have for the
society. Sensing this discord, most educators have shied away from the
subject, hoping perhaps that it would go away if ignored and have de-
cided to stick to their own bailiwick as though the education estab-
lishment were in itself a goal or end with the only questions remaining
those of procedure and emphasis within the subsystem.
^^Herbert R. Kohl, The Open Classroom (New York: New York
Review, 1970) is a popular example of this position.
8(Here begins explication of the premises upon which the teacher
preparation program to be evaluated rests. The author has chosen to
describe them on his own terms to test whether his understanding of
them is congruent with that of the participants and staff whose program
is being evaluated.)
But there a far greater agreement among parents and profes-
sionals on the qualities or attributes which they would want schools to
help to develop in their young. There is also greater agreement on the
question of what problems the world or our society face which schools
can help students prepare to meet. Indeed, agreement on these two
questions is in the author's experience far greater across the whole
spectrum of philosophical, political, and professional opinion than it
is on questions relating to the maintenance or alteration of existing
curricula.
As curricula are organized, they follow the internal consis-
tencies and disciplinary boundaries which exist at the level of higher
education. Thus, goals__for "English" or "math" are set in terms of
knowledge in that discipline. The problem with this way of proceeding
is that curricula are viewed as ends in themselves, making it difficult
if not impossible to relate these goals to the end goals discussed in
the paragraph above. Put another way, one might legitimately ask the
^^Jonathon Kozol
,
Death at an Early Age (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co.. 1971), pp. 225-227.
12 . .
Virgil E. Herrick, Strategics of Curriculum Development (Colum-
bus, Ohio: C. E. Merrill Books, 1965), explicates this approach.
9question, "What is knowledge for?" The answers to that question do
indeed relate back to the goals discussed in the paragraph above.
Thus, if the reasons for the "equals" sign in the equation,
English + Geometry + u. S. History + Chemistry = responsible citizen +
independent learner/thinker + sophisticated understanding of complex
issues.
. . are not entirely apparent, it should not be surprising that
teachers and parents have great difficulty in agreeing upon the rela-
tive merits of an existing or proposed course. Questions of means are
difficult to resolve on rational grounds when the end in mind (knowl-
edge, skills, understandings in a particular discipline) is not neces-
sari
.y congruent with the ends held for education in general. Since it
is difficult for parents or teachers to know how orwhether these dis-
ciplinary ends achieve or transfer to the broader ends discussed,
curricular or pedagogical decisions too often are characterized by the
generation of more heat than light.
Of course, the approach to the means-end problem being described
here suggests that teachers design curricula and procedures which
address the broader goals more directly. For example, one would envis-
age curricula or "programs" or "departments" which centered on major
problems or issues (to which we do not already have answers) then
utilizing the basic disciplines as means to explore, analyze, and pose
alternative solutions for these problems. The argument is that even
though the notion that "education is preparation for adult life" isn't
especially controversial, we do this by preparing students to understand
a discipline rather than the life itself upon which the disciplines
10
depend
In so doing, we jeopardize learning motivation by segrpoating
content from the reason we ask students to learn it. One has only to
visit any classroom and ask any student the question, "Why are you
doing what you're doing?" to find out quickly that students often don't
have a rational answer. It is also argued that we further erode moti-
vation by discouraging teachers from dealing with controversy: contro-
versy about the problems which face the society we are preparing the
young to enter is somehow more controversial than controversy in an
academic discipline (one could also argue that students don't hear much
about this either). We worry about indoctrination by teachers who have
opinions without realizing that we are indoctrinating anyway while
masking opinions. How can one be objective unless there is something
to be objective about ?
If one can accept that we don't necessarily best prepare stu-
dents to function successfully in the adult world by hiding its prob-
lems from them, under the guise of academic neutrality, then perhaps if
we are to teach fairness and objectivity, we need to have at least some
curricula where those qualities can be exercised. It is difficult to
provide these opportunities in curricula in which only non-controversial
topics are considered. A psychiatrist (David Hoban)^^ defines sanity
1
3
Arthur Pearl, Ph.D., The Atrocity of Education (New York: New
Critics Press Books, 1972), 365 pp.
14
David Hoban, Ph.D., staff psychiatrist, Santa Cruz County
Mental Health Clinic, Santa Cruz, California.
I'
11
as the ability to cope with reality. School exposes students to that
rigidly defined and circumscribed subset of reality encompassed in
traditional academic disciplines rather than using the disciplines to
explore the larger reality. The old saying, "They never taught me that
in school!" illustrates the point.' So does asking high school gradu-
ates what they learned in school and whether they felt it prepared them
for what they now do and face.^^
Now, if the foregoing analysis is true, it may follow that
teachers, ;Uiemsel ves
,
must be able to design curricula which explicate
the problems of society and the world for which schools are to prepare
students. This requires in turn that teachers' own understanding of
issues and ability to think through and defend positions on them be
sufficiently good to permit them to teach effectively. Put another way,
it is well-accepted that teachers have a strong and powerful influence
as models for students; thus, they must be able, themselves, to model
those behaviors they wish the young to emulate.
And teachers, in order to model adult behaviors which serve
society and the world best, must then have a "world view" (in Mannheim's
sense)^^ which allows them to make sense out of the world for themselves
and their students.
Having adopted this view, the teacher-preparation program to be
evaluated elected to define a good teacher as one who exhibits the
15 . .
Mario Fantani and Herald Weinstein, "Reducing the Behavior
Gap," NEA Journal
,
January 1968.
^^Arthur Pearl, Ph.D., The Atrocity of Education (New York: New
Critics Press Books, 1972), 365 pp.
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foregoing set of teacher qualities which the program calls "intellec-
tual presence."
The program seeks to develop "intellectual presence" in its
students by beginning with an examination of world/societal issues and
providing a set of tentative solutions as a model and as a target to
stimulate thought. It then moves to consideration of the ways in which
curricula, organizational structures, and processes can be utilized to
assist students directly in creating their own world views, solutions,
and intellectual presence." (It is perhaps worth noting in passing
that there is an obvious problem in superimposing this logical process
which assumes that nascent teachers do not generally come already
equipped with "intellectual presence" and thus must undertake an enor-
mous background education--upon the intensive experiential learning
which occurs in a teacher's first year, little of which models the
approach being taught in the teacher-preparation program.)
In its present state of development, the program has developed
four areas of "intellectual presence" which it is felt have immediate
curricular and pedagogical implications for teachers beginning to
address the question of what to teach and why.
Each of the four areas of "intellectual presence" is listed
below with a brief explanation of and rationale for each area. The
reader should note that at this point, the program moves from the goal
of having students develop a world view to the goal of providing them
with one. The stated intent is to provide a model from which students
would develop their own world views. That the program has few students
who in the staff's judgment achieve this last and far more who adopt the
Imodel as their own view is either a success^' of the selection proce-'"
dures or a failure of the program and/or students to be able to achieve
desired end in the time constraints of the program as designed, or
both. The four areas of intellectual presence are:
1) The world of work. This might also be called career educa-
tion. Virtually all students, females included, will engage in some
form of work after completion of formal school (and many before comple-
tion). Not only do they need systematic information regarding work
choices available and their entry requirements but also there must be
consideration made of the nature of the work choices in relation to the
needs and problems of the society and to the phenomenological make-up
of the individual. There is no reason why students must graduate from
high school or even college before even beginning to learn about the
world of work. Indeed, it would seem that the earlier such information
is given in school-with attendant simulation and apprenticeship exper-
ience-the better prepared students would be for making intelligent work
choices, and later, as citizens, to act to change the nature of work.
2) Development of the democratic ideal. The inequities with
respect to a) poor and third-world persons; b) governmental support
through subsidy and tax structure— a sort of "most favored nation"
treatment to selected organizations and individuals; c) illegal govern-
mental activities with relation to political campaigns and "national
security issues, and d) the waging of unauthorized foreign wars are
all problems of contemporary American democracy. Unless prospective
citizens are aware of the areas in which we have failed to achieve our
17See chapter on Program History and Operation.
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ideals, and unless they can begin to formulate alternate solutions to
these problems— utilizing but not circumscribed by the traditional aca-
demic knowledge and discipline-the only way that one can explain how
these problems will be dealt with is the "man on a white horse" theory.
This theory, however useful it may be in absolving us of individual
responsibility, does not square well with the democratic notion of
citizens running their own affairs.
3) Development of cul ture-carrying competence. To be an
effective citizen, each person must have an understanding of the values
of several cultures and their various forms of expression. In addition,
since the American society is not a monolithic culture (despite genera-
tions of pressures in this direction), cul ture-carrying competence must
include a knowledge of and appreciation for diversity in cultural norms
and values. Again, it is illogical to assume that these competencies
will manifest themselves spontaneously among adults if they are syste-
matically ignored throughout a twelve-to-sixteen (or more) year educa-
tive process.
4) Development of personal growth. In a democracy, each
citizen is assured the right to develop his or her individual capacities
to the fullest extent possible. Education has a role in this develop-
ment almost by definition and should provide the personal security,
comfort, sense of belongingness, and individuality needed. There is
evidence, as many critics have pointed out, that schools fail in many
1
8
respects to nurture this personal growth at present.
18
Mario Fantani and Gerald Weinstein, "Reducing the Behavior
Gap," NEA Journal
,
January, 1968.
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Candidates in the teacher preparation program were expected to
demonstrate a grasp of the issues involved in each of these four areas.
This grasp was to manifest itself in discussions which followed lecture
presentations, and in the development of curricula which explicated the
issues for students.
Following is a brief description of the institutional setting
and background in which the program was mounted.
CHAPTER II
HISTORY AND OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM
Seven of the University of California's ten campuses have
teacher preparation programs, some at the graduate level only, some at
both undergraduate and graduate levels. The University's latest campus,
at Santa Cruz (UCSC), opened in 1965 and did not begin a teacher educa-
tion program until three years later. It began with the assumption
that teacher education should be the concern and effort of the academic
departments rather than being a separate professional school. To im-
plement this policy, two assistant professors were hired--one with
Interests in poetry and children's literature, the other with interests
in aesthetics and classical piano--and given assignments half in under-
graduate liberal arts and half in education. At the same time, an
about-to-reti re Director of Intern Programs from Berkeley's separate
professional School of Education was also hired to organize the "prac-
tical" aspects of the program. The latter person ran the program
(without a professorial academic rank) but did not run the professors
who served the masters professors usually serve. Thus began a tug-of-
war between a professional program and an interdiscipl inary liberal
arts program from which teaching was an acceptable if aberrant outcome.
The professors taught courses on their interests to undergraduates, and
the clinical man ran the instructional program (which by law is a
fifth-year enterprise) as best he could borrowing field professionals
16
17
tBmporarily with statG grant funds which arrived largely without having
bee>^ solicited. Faculty involved at this time describe the program's
goal as being to provide a conduit for graduating students who thought
it might be interesting to teach. The state grant also allowed the
program to begin offering field experiences in schools to students in all
four undergraduate years for credit, thus creating a large pool of pro-
spective teachers (lots of students found field study of any kind an
attractive alternative) which the "conduit" was not large enough to
drain immediately into waiting schools. Student demand remains high,
but the continuing academic vs. professional emphasis tug-of-war makes
it difficult for the administration to respond adequately to either and
to have to divide limited funds between both.
The clinical man who came already slated for retirement pro-
ceeded to retire on schedule, a year after coming. How this might have
resolved the issue won't ever be known because at that same time,
another unsolicited grant arrived bringing with it a Teacher Corps pro-
ject to fill the financial and professional staff gap. However, the
federally-funded project had goals and methods which were to say the
least readily distinguishable from those shakily but previously held in
the institution. Confusion over program goals continued and increased
for a year at which time, it was slated to receive its first, full,
senior, tenured professorship in education.
A fairly vigorous search unearthed one candidate who could
offer both academic and clinical stature— a psychologist/Professor of
Education from the University of Oregon named Arthur Pearl.
Pearl brought with him a philosophy and approach which appealed
18
to both the academics for its emphasis upon "intellectual presence,"
which seemed to promise things wouldn't degenerate into one of those
mickey-mouse credentials factories--and to the clinical professionals
for "its emphasis upon change, trying to make sense out of curriculum
and finding ways to relate schools to society in a dynamic and under-
standable fashion. Staff bought the entire approach with enthusiasm;
faculty tolerated it as long as they didn't have to change what they
were doing in any way. Implementation of the approach into the pro-
gram's curriculum began in Pearl!s first month on duty and continued as
a new third emphasis in addition to two the program had from earlier
years--bi lingual education (from Teacher Corps) and practical class-
room methodology (from Teacher Corps and prior clinical staff). These
were viewed as three equal entities, although both of the former could
have been subsumed under the latter, and that accidental structure is
reflected in the way program evaluation was organized.
It is worth noting that while the teacher education program at
UCSC was in its third year of operation at the time of the study, the
goals to be evaluated were in their first year of development and
implementation--a caution for those seeking to make judgments about the
program's intrinsic merits on the basis of goal operationalization and
accomplishment as they existed in their initial stages during the 1972-
73 academic year.
Operation of the Program . Preparatory undergraduate field
explorations and non-education courses taught by faculty in other disci-
plines which related somewhat to education are not described here as
they are not immediately germane but are mentioned as context. The
19
Graduate Intern Program (recently "acronymed" to GIP) enrolls persons
completing bachelor degrees in academic areas (no education degrees)
for a fifth year (September - June).
Students -
1st Year of Operation 2nd Year of Operation 3rd Year
1970-71 1971-72 1972-73
95% WASP 75% WASP 25% WASP
are placed -
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year
Individual ly In Teams In Pairs
in schools -
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year
"Free" and Public "Free" and Public Public Only
where they teach -
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year
Full Time Full or
Part Time
Half Time
as paid contract teachers -
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year
45 in One Block Same as First 3 Separate
Upon Completion Courses/Crei
The sequence parallels and exemplifies the changes in philosophy
and approach alluded to earlier: from five to seventy-five per cent
ethnic minority students, for example. '
Prior to the development of the goals to be evaluated in this
study, selection of students was done on different criteria. These
criteria were applied to students applying to the program in the year
the study was done. New criteria specific to the construct "intellec-
tual presence" did not exist at the time students v/ere selected.
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however. Thus, while students accepted the new goal and were willing
to have the program evaluated on the basis of it. they had no fore-
knowledge of the goal in selecting the program; nor did program staff
screen applicants with this criterion in mind.
In both the pre-existing program and the one attempted in the
year under study, students received once-per-week supervisory visits
from staff and received three to nine hours of instruction per week.
In the program year (1972-73) in which "intellectual presence" was
added as a goal, roughly half of this instructional time was devoted to
the topic in didactic lectures which replaced less focussed seminars in
which students reported and discussed specific problems they were en-
countering in the field. The remaining half of instructional time was
spent as previously on bilingual and methodological oroblems.
Students receive once-a-week supervisor visits from staff and
attend three to nine hours of instruction per week. Instruction is
more didactic and prescriptive in the "intel lectual -presence" approach
than it was previously.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
This study attempts to assess the relative extent to which the
goals of the UCSC teacher preparation program, which were described in
the rationale and problem statement, were achieved in its first year.
The author, was a Lecturer and Teacher Corps Director for the
Committee on Education but had no instructional or supervisorial role
in the graduate internship program evaluated herein. Evaluation of
the program was supported by the Research and Teacher Education branch
of the California State Department of Education with very limited funds.
Over-all evaluation design followed the Fortune-Hutchinson meth-
odology although there were a number of idiosyncratic variations upon
the theme. ^ First, decision-makers were identified by the evaluator,
and it was decided that students and staff in the program would be
considered decision-makers for the evaluation. Next, the purpose of
evaluation and the methodology was presented in two seminar meetings,
.
•
.
.2
following Fortune and Hutchinson, with discussion and questions.
The methodology was developed by Drs. Jimmie Fortune and
Tom Hutchinson at the University of Massachusetts. The methodology de-
fines the purpose of evaluation as providing data for decision-making,
and uses the operationalized goal statements of decision-makers as its
substantive base. These are derived through a process which leads from
global statements to measurable criteria.
^Thomas E. Hutchinson, "Some Overlooked Implications of the Pur-
pose: To Provide Data for Decision-Making." Paper presented to the
American Educational Research Association, Chicago, Illinois, 1972.
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From these meetings, agreement between evaluator and decision-makers
was reached on a number of matters which dictated steps to he ful lowed
during the rest of the evaluation sequence:
1,. The evaluation would include the three areas of program
goals and instruction provided: a) intellectual presence, b) bilingual,
multicultural education, and c) practical classroom skills.
A) Intellectual presence (see introduction for explanation).
This was the first year of the program and time and resources for eval-
uation were limited, as is always the case. The world of work was
selected as the one of four areas of intellectual presence to be
investigated, as it was the one which had received the greatest amount
of time in the University's instructional program up to the scheduled
dates of interviews.
B) Bilingual, multicultural education. This area represents
part of the area of intellectual presence called cul ture-carrying compe-
tence but was treated as a separate component since it was a pre-existing
program focus. School districts in which teacher candidates were
placed had a 25-35% minority population, almost all of which was
Mexican-American (Chicano), with a small percentage of Black and Asian-
American students. Candidates were expected to understand and to
foster in their students an appreciation of and respect for linguistic
and cultural diversity.
C) Methodological skills. This area falls within the
fourth category of intellectual presence called personal growth but
again was treated as a separate component since it was a pre-existing
program focus. Classroom organization and the ways in which teachers
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deal with and relate to students contribute to or detract from the
.eelings of comfort, security, and belongingness experienced by stu-
dents, qualities which the construct of intellectual presence includes
as indication of succossful pedagogy.
2. The evaluation would be based upon the premise that the
best place to look for signs of program goal accomplishment would be in
the classrooms being conducted by interns who were showing goal accomp-
lishment by implementing curricula and procedures which reflected
program goals.
3. Operationalized goals would be framed as questions which
could be asked directly of students taught by interns in a relatively
short time.
4. Disruption of large numbers of students would be avoided,
and interview procedures would not create anxiety among or require the
involvement of parents or colleagues, exacerbating sensitive and diffi-
cult relationships. Principals were to agree and be kept informed.
5. Evaluation questions would be used to evaluate program
goals, not individual intern performance.
6. Ten classrooms, each taught by an intern pair, would be
included in the study, and a random sample of three students from each
classroom would be used, stratified as to male-female balance. Stu-
dents randomly selected from class lists who were absent on the day of
interviewing were replaced by others also randomly selected.
3
Larry G. Benedict, "The Goals Gap in Educational Evaluation:
Identification and Development of Methodology." Unpublished disserta-
tion, University of Massachusetts, 1973.
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Following these agreements, Interns operationalized several
example goals together with follow-up discussions over the September-
December period. Each intern then operationalized program goals
individually.^
These operationalized goal lists were then collated by the
evaluator and presented to interns and staff for ratification. Each
intern then individually developed questions which might be asked of
K-6 students which would elicit answers which would provide information
on whether program goals were being achieved.
Questions thus derived were collated by the evaluation and pre-
sented to interns and staff for ratification. It was agreed that
interviews would be conducted in April or later to allow more time for
goal accomplishment. It was also agreed that interviews should be
tape-recorded rather than in paper-and-penci 1 form to minimize obtru-
siveness and technical problems for students. Questions thus developed
served as an indirect check on interns' understanding of instruction
being provided.
It was also agreed that in the interests of consistency of
dpproach and interpretation, all interviews would be conducted by the
evaluator.
Students were selected by applying a table of random numbers to
class lists. Fourth or further numbers were used beyond the initial
three in cases in which the first three were all of one sex or in which
4
Leon Jones, "The Operationalization of Educational Objectives
for an Ongoing Program." Unpublished dissertation. University of
Massachusetts, 1970.
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any of the first three selected were absent from school on the day of
interviewing.
Interviews were conducted in ten classrooms over two weeks in
both mornings and afternoons. Interviews were conducted within class-
rooms away from main activity or in separate rooms, depending upon
facilities and activities in progress. Interview tapes were then
transcribed by the evaluator, and results were summarized and tabulated.
In summary, the study evaluates program goals by administering
questionnaires orally to students taught by participant interns.
K-6 elementary schools in the central California coastal commu-
nities of Watsonville, Morgan Hill, Gilroy, and Santa Cruz were used.
Each school had a socio-economic distribution similar to other schools
in the District and to the schools in other districts used in the study:
a preponderance of lower-middle class families, from ten to thirty
percent Chicano students, agriculture as the main economic activity of
the communities.
Ten classrooms, each taught by an intern pair, were selected
randomly, resulting in a distribution of two kindergartens, two first
grades, three second grades, two third grades, and one sixth grade.
A simple 2x2 "Chi Square" statistical test was applied, to
determine whether a relationship at or exceeding the ninety-five percent
confidence level existed between the age/grade level of respondents and
the nature or number of their responses.
This test does not relate specifically to a program goal but
was suggested by the stated belief of a majority of decision-makers that
because the program had not set out developmental ly or vertically
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articulated curricula with respect to the goal of intellectual presence,
interns had difficulty translating ideas presented in the program into
presentations appropriate to the grade level being taught.
The study is limited in the following ways, which should be
borne in mind when results are examined:
1. Questions derived from operationalized goals of decision-
/I
makers can only be as good from a sociometric or conceptual point of
view as their understanding and operationalization of goals.
^
2. Each question's results were analyzed statistically by
dividing respondents and responses into two categories. The age/grade
categories were set at K-1 and 2-6 to achieve balance and minimal size
for the two cells thus derived. This division of respondents into two
categories, one of which encompasses the first two years of school and
the other of which comprises the next four years, is, of course,
arbitrary.
3. No hypothesis was formulated by decision-makers with respect
to age/grade level response patterns. The intent was simply .to find
out whether there any pattern and to use the data to generate an
hypothesis and further study.
4. In line with the vertical articulation problem mentioned in
numbers 2 and 3 above, decision-makers decided to ask the same questions
at all grade levels, since there was no breakdown of expectations by
grade levels. This factor left it to the evaluator to explain or
5
Thomas E. Hutchinson and Larry G. Benedict, "Operationaliza-
tion of Fuzzy Concepts." University of Massachusetts, Xerox, 1970.
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restate questions according to his estimate of the respondent's under-
standing, or to state questions with a minimum of interpretation in
order to limit introduction of further variables. The evaluator took
the latter course, thus possibly circumscribing to some extent the
depth and range of responses.
5. To complete the Fortune/Hutchinson evaluation model,
actions taken by decision-makers based upon the data generated in the
study should be included.^ However, for the purposes of the disserta-
tion, this final step has not been included, as decision-makers have
indicated their intent to re-operational ize and re-evaluate as the next
steps they wish to take. Following a further study, data may be
sufficient to make decisions about the goals and the means of
implementation.
6. Parameters were set by constraints applied by decision-
makers which precluded the use of norms, control groups, or more
thoroughly refined instruments. Decision-makers wanted to get a pic-
ture of how students would respond to the questions before "risking"
comparison with groups not involved in the program in order to minimize
possible complication of relationships in schools where interns were
assigned.
7. Other limitations of the study may be inherent in the
methodology employed. In general, if the purpose of evaluation is the
^Larry G. Benedict, "The Fortune-Hutchi nson Evaluation Metho-
dology: A Decision-Oriented Approach." Paper presented to the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association, New Orleans, 1973.
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generation of generalizable knowledge, then a traditional research
methodology Is entirely appropriate. If, on the other hand, the pur-
pose of evaluation Is to provide data for decision-making (based on
decision-makers' own goal operationalizations), then program design or
evaluat.ion methodology may be used.^
This section closes with a listing of the questions in the
three program categories. In the next section, results and evaluators'
comments are given item-by-item. Following are the questions developed
by decision-makers which were used by the evaluator in the study.
M. Scriven, "The Methodology of Evaluation," AERA Curriculum
Evaluation Monograph Series, No. 1 (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1967). See
also R. E. Stake, "Improving Educational Assessment" (Washington, D.C.:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1969).
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
"Sub-Component: The World of Work
1. What work situations do you prefer at school? (Working by yourself
working in small groups, working with the whole class.)
2. What are some of the jobs people do?
3. What job do you know the most about?
a) What things do you have to know for this job?
b) Where could you learn these things?
c) What ages could do this job?
d) Can both men and women do this job?
e) Can different ethnic groups do this job?
f) Could you do this job if your parents didn't have much money?
4. What is one job you would like to do?
a) What does a do?
b) Where does a work?
c) Who does a work with?
5. Can you tell the advantages/disadvantages of this job?
6. With respect to this job --
a) How much schooling do you need?
b) How much money would you make?
-- Would you make enough to buy a house?
c) What kinds of people would you hire for this job if you were the
boss?
7. Have you learned about jobs here in school?
8. Have you had a discussion about jobs here in school?
a) What jobs did you discuss here in. school?
9. Do some jobs pay more than others?
a) Can you give me an example?
b) Can you tell why this is so?
10. Do you know anything about the U. S. Budget?
11. Have you had visitors in the class to tell about jobs?
12. Have you made any field trips to learn about jobs?
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13. Can you name some jobs now in demand?
14. Is school helping you to prepare for these?
Component: Bilingual
, Multicultural Education
1. Can you tell me the names of any other languages?
2. Can people read or write in other languages?
3. Why would anybody want to learn to speak two or more languages?
4. Do other job languages do as good a job as English at saying what
the people want to say?
5. Can you tell me one Spanish word?
6. Can you say, "helloi' "good morning," or "how are you" in Spanish?
7. Can you say the numerals from 1-10 in Spanish?
8. Can you tell me the names of any colors in Spanish?
a) Que color es eso? (point- to colored object)
9. Have you learned in school this year about any different cultures?
a) Which ones?
10c-. Are you aware of any problems which people in these minority cul-
tures have?
a) What are they?
V
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
1. Do the children in the class listen to/respond to/follow
directions?
2. Are the children in the class stationary or do they wander around
a lot?
3. When the children in the class are talking, do they talk about
their work or about other things?
4. When the teacher is not with them, do the children in the class
v/ork independently (on their own)?
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“P «hen
6. Does the teacher know what the interests are of the children inthe class?
7.
- Does the teacher make use of these interests in the lessons?
8. Are there simultaneous different activities going on? (Are dif-
ferent children doing differnet things at the same time in the
class?)
9. Do you have too little or too much work to do in the class?
10. Do the children in the class know what happens if someone breaks a
rule?
11. Do you think the teacher is fair?
12. Is the class stimulating? (Interesting, boring?)
13. Do the children in the class know what they are supposed to be
doing?
14. Do you know what you would change in the class if you were the
teacher?
15. Are the children in the class reading a variety of materials?
16. Do you do writing in the class?
a) Do you know why?
It is the purpose of the author to analyze the results obtained
on each question with respect to 1) possible alternative interpretations
of data gathered, and 2) possible implications for candidates and their
instructors.
The results will be descriptive in the sense that they show in
part the activities in which teachers would engage if they were follow-
ing the goals of the program and prescriptive/diagnostic in the sense
that they show which areas were most fully attained and which less well
attained, providing useful information to planners of the instructional
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program as to the qualitative and quantitative emphasis which should be
placed on each area in future programs.
chapter IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
This chapter presents the results of data collected in the study.
Data IS presented in three formats for each question asked:
1. Numerical results on an item-by-item basis which are self-
explanatory.
2. Statistical analysis (Chi Square, 2x2, with Yate's
Correction), the purpose of which is to indicate whether
responses vary across grade levels in any pattern other than
that dictated by chance. Make-up of the four cells is given
for each question asked, and the exact probability of Chi
Square is given for each item.
3. Commentary and analysis from the evaluator.
The number of respondents per question varies because some
respondents were not asked some questions when it appeared that they could
not or would not answer from earlier responses or the lack of them.
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
What work situations do you prefer at school? (Working by yourself
working in small groups, working with the whole class.)
Grade
K
1
2
3
6
N 8 Self 33%
N 5 Small Group. ..21%
N 11 Class 46%
RESPONSE
Self Small Group Glass
l' 2 3
1
- 3
4 - 4
2 - 1
3
(1 K, 1 First, 4 Second, 2 Third)
(2 K, 3 Si xth)
(3 K, 3 First, 4 Second, 1 Third)
N=24 100%
1. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x self or small group x whole class.
Probability: .547118.
Analysis : The premise was that students exploring the nature of work
would be aware of varied work situations in a school setting and would
be comfortable with these in the sense that no one situation would be
preferred *by al 1 --indicating adequate exposure to all three given. Re-
sults indicate a reasonable distribution of preferences which cannot be
attributed directly to curriculum or learning patterns introduced by in-
terns. Part of the interest of decision-makers in this question was sim-
ply a matter of curiosity to find out what students' preferences were in
the event that responses might have curricular or classroom management
implications,
gcalb were not
There is nothing in the results which suggests program
met.
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
2. What are some of the jobs people do?
Grade
(Indi vi dual
Responses)
K
K
K
K
K
K
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
RESPONSE
# R. Answer
3 Workmen, Beauty Shop, Airport
1 Sewing
2 Newspaper, Bank
3 Hospital, Buildings, School
5 Pizza, Restaurant, Cop,
Fireman, Hotdogs
3 Paint, Draw, Play
2 Housework, Fix Cars
2 Post Office, Teacher
2 School
,
Carpenter
5 Artichokes, Clerk, Pet Shop,
Forest Man, Safety Man
3 Racing, Teaching, Principal
2 Garbage, Janitor
2 Workman, Trailers
2
2
3
5 Plumbing, Building, Teacher,
Mechanic, Pilot
5 Roads, Sheriff, Trees,
Fire Dept., Phone Wires
8 Secretary, Cannery, President,
Clerk, Cop, Fire, Teacher,
Helper
6 Teach, Aide, Principal,
Green Giant, Liquor Store, Bar
3
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2. What are some of the jobs people do? (cont.)
Grade
(Indi VI dual
Responses)
response
# R. Answer
3 5 Electric, Surgery, Construe
tion. Truck Driver, Clerk
6 • 2 Student, Teacher
6 3 Plumber, Lawyer, Inspector
6 5 Electric, Carpenter, Plumbe
Cabinet Maker, Workman
N 1 1= 4% (1 K)
N 7 2=33% (1 K, 3 First, 2 Second, 1 Si xth)
N 5 3=24% (3 K, 1 Second, 1 Sixth)
NO 4= 0%
N 6 5=29% (1 K, 1 First, 2 Second, 1 Third, 1 Sixth)
N 1 6= 5% (1 Thi rd)
N 0 7= 0%
N 1 8= 5% (1 Thi rd)
N=21 100%
2. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x 1-4 responses x 5-8 responses.
Probability: .237087.
Analysi
s
: The premise was that students would be able to name a num-
ber of jobs or job categories if they had been taught about the world of
work. No number of responses was set as "right" or minimal. Primary
children responded in a manner not significantly different from upper
grade children. Children may have had the' knowledge without instruction.
However, the range of responses (1-8) for all grades is not overly high
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by any standard. The evaluator suggests that meeting the program goal
of providing specific information about careers could be strengthened.
There is also a noticeable skewing towards blue-collar labels and rela-
tive shortage of white-collar or professional labels. This may suggest
that student responses resulted as- much from home, family, community
background as from instruction.
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
3. What job do you know the most about?
a. What things do you have to know for this job?
b. Where could you learn these things?
c. What ages could do this job?
d. Can both men and women do this job?
e. Can different ethnic groups do this job?
f. Could you do this job if your parents didn't have much money?
Grade Job a. b. n
m S P 0 N
d.
S E
e. f.
K DK* DK DK DK DK DK DK
K sewing sew sewing,
school
DK women
only
yes no
K school
library
read 1 ibrary 13.
15
yes yes
K restau-
rant
cook
,
wai ter
col 1 ege 18.
14
yes yes
K hospi tal know
how to
cure
HS
or
college
21 yes yes
K painting not on
people
at
work
10
or 9
yes yes
1 training
animals
how to
train
animals
at
school
-- no yes yes
1 post
offi ce
DK DK DK yes
•
1 teacher — — yes yes
1 gas
station
do what
the man
says
on
the
job
DK man
only
yes yes
2 artist how to
be still
at
school
DK ’ yes yes yes
3. What job do you know the most about? (cont.
)
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Grade Job a. b.
R E
c.
5 P 0 N
d.
S E
e. f.
2 mechanic school school DK yes yes yes
2 welding use
tools
from a
welder
. 27 yes yes
2 selling
trailers
pri ces school col 1 ege yes yes
2 builder how to on the
and job
materi als
30 only
men
yes
2 mailman numbers
and keys
Un i ye r-
sity
17 or
18
men yes no
2 sheriff ri ghts dad 20 or
30
yes yes
3 mechanic fix
cars or
oi 1
school teens
or
20's
yes yes
3 store cash
register,
counting
money
school 20 yes yes no
3 selling
plates
no — 29 yes yes
6 food
plant
DK on
job
men
only
yes yes
6 roads
inspector
— on
job
DK . yes yes
6 electrician how to
wi re
on
job
DK yes yes
* DK - don
' t know
3. Chi Square cells: K-l x 2-6 x -
a. response x no response or don't know
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3. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6
- (cont.)
b. response x no response or don't know
c. response x no response or don't know
d. yes X no or don't know or one sex only
e. yes x don't know
f. response x no response.
Probabi li ties
:
9. .739035
b.
.596607
c. .553213
d. .680056
e. .650924
f. .98231
Anai^^si^: Job— more from family than from instruction, ^responses
are not as sophisticated as program goals indicate, ^ many indicate that
work skills are learned in places other than school. This is contradicted
somewhat in question #14. Bizarre and confused answers here may indicate
a program weakness although they may also reflect a limited "sense of ages"
which could be viewed as normal for the age' groups, ^ decision-makers should
note the 20% of responses they might view as stereotyped or sexist, ^ no
evidence of overt racism here although it should be noted that jobs named
are by and large traditionally open to ethnics, fj_ the question's wording
confused some students; the responses are not, therefore, meaningful. Again,
given the jobs named, affirmative answers should not be misinterpreted.
In general, responses suggest that decision-makers should develop
more specific criteria for determining adequacy of student response.
Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
4. What is one job you would like to do?
a. What does a do?
b. Where does a work?
c. Who does a work' wi th?
Grade
response
Job a. b.
school
teacher
s i n qe r x
ambulance x
dri ver
X
cop or
fi reman
K
1
1
1
2
2
2
nurse x x
farmer x
nothing
teacher x x
welder
gas station x
man
hospital X X
•2 book X
wri ter
_2 store x
artist X x
mechanic x x x
doctor X X
t
sell plates
teacher
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4. What is one job you would like to do? (cont.)
Grade
6
6
response
Job a. b.
stewardess
electrician
N 9 Blue Collar = 45% (2 K. 2 First, 5 Second, 1 Third, 2 Sixth)
N 11 White Collar = 55% (3 K, 1 First, 2 Second, 1 Third, 2 Sixth)
N=20 100%
a.
b.
c.
- 60% (3 K, 2 First, 6 Second, 1 Third)
= 35% (2 K, 1 First, 3 Second, 1 Third)
- 20% (1 K, 2 First, 1 Second)
4. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x white-collar categories x
blue-collar categories.
Probability:
.776766
^ .776766, ^ .771312, .305269.
Mansis: Decision-makers should note the higher incidence of white-
collar categories in jobs wanted than in jobs known about. In terms of
the program goal that all students have maximum knov;ledge of a maximum
range of opportunities, strengthening of program instruction in this area
may be indicated. However, students' ages and general social mobility
extant should be kept in mind.
It should also be noted that students knew more about the jobs
themselves than about their contexts--places done, people associated with.
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Major Component; Intellectual Presence
bub-Component: The World of Work
5. Can you tell the advantages/disadvantages of this job?
Grade Yes
RES
No
P 0 N S E
List
1
X
1
X
1 X
2
X
2
X
2 X
2
X qettina burnpd
3
^
6 X plane might crash
Yes=50% No=50%
5. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no. Also, K-1 x 2-6 x list x
no list.
Probabilities:
.807759 and
. 1 .
A0A] .ysi £: Decision-makers should determine whether a 50% response is
adequate and/or the level of sophistication expected on response's.
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
6. With respect to this job —
a. How much schooling do you need?
b. How much money would you make?'
c. What kinds of people would you hire for this iob ifyou were the boss? '
response
a. b. c.
airport DK DK unemployed
K farmer DK DK knows how to do iob
K sewing DK DK DK
K pol i ce
,
fi reman
2
yrs.
$142/
day
good
1^ nurse
_
dk DK good people
1 teacher DK DK DK
1 school a lot not much DK
2 mechani
c
7 or
8 yrs.
DK good at it
2 DK DK whoever wants to
we 1 de r a lot $7 or $8 whoever wants to
2 sell
trailers
a lot DK men who know about them
2 hospital 12 yrs. $500 people who can do it
2 wri ter 1 yr. $1 00/mo. who I could trust
2 Sheri ff DK $50 DK
2 ambulance driver-2 yrs
. $5 DK
3 mechani
c
col lege DK knows the most
3 doctor 10 or 12 yrs.DK good at fixing people
Grade
K
D46
6. With respect to this job - (cont.)
Grade Item a.
response
b. c.
3 selling
plates
13 yrs. DK people who don't fool around
6 1 i brari an DK DK nice people
6 teacher DK DK DK
6 stewardess college DK all kinds
6 electrician DK $9/hrs one that would work
N=22
Schooling 50%
Income 36%
Income 74%
People 74%
Ri qht
18%
18%
45%
6. Chi Square cells: K-1 X 2- 6 X
a. response x no response
b. response x no response
c. response x no response
Probabilities: ^ .223573, ^ .964425, .551057.
Analysis : Data utility marginal without expectation levels; data may
help establish same. ^ Note vagueness of time spans, ^ one area where
grade level varies significantly with response. Assumed to be a factor
of developing "money sense" rather than instruction from program. Vague-
ness about schooling and income were balanced by a much higher response
rate on the kinds of people students would hire. Decision-makers inter-
ested in students' attitudes and feelings about work should note responses
to "c. " careful ly for their philosophical diversity. In general, career
information levels are not as high as decision-makers might wish.
1
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Major Component:
Sub-Component:
Intellectual Presence
The World of Work
7. Have you learned about jobs here in school? Which ones?
Grade
K
Yes
X
R E
No
S P 0 N S E
List
don't remember
K X don't remember
K X don't remember
K X doctor, store
K X
K X don't remember
K X
1 X pictures and don't remember
1 X
1 X
2 X don't remember
2 X keepinq the world clean
2 X classroom jobs only
2 X no list
2 X don't remember
2 X
writer, artist,
mailman, dancer, insurance
3 X mechani cs
3 X don't remember
3 X
truck driver, fireman, cop,
stores
6 X
6 X
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7. Have you learned about jobs here in school? Which ones? (cont.)
N=15 yes = 70%
N= 6 no = 30%
N= 6 List = 30%
N=15 No list = 70%
(4 K, 2 First, 5 Second, 3 Third, 2 Sixth)
(2 K, 1 First, 1 Second, 2 Sixth)
(1 K, 1- First, 2 Second, 2 Third)
(5 K, 2 First, 5 Second, 1 Third, 2 Sixth)
N=21
7. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no, and K-1 x 2-6 x "right"
response x "wrong" response. "Wrong" responses included those which
were vague or indeterminate as judged by the evaluator.
Probabilities:
.729986 and .166292.
70% "yes" responses appears heartening, but the fact that
only 30% could list any specific jobs appears less so. Decision-makers
should determine the relative importance of specific retention of infor-
mation.
49Majob Component:
Sub-Component:
Intellectual Presence
The World of Work
8. Have you had a discussi on about jobs here in school?
Grade Yes
R E
No
S P 0 N S E
List
K X
K
X
K X
K
X
1 X yard work
1
X
1 X
2 X don't remember
2 X
2 X
race car driver,
motorcycles, work with kids
2 X
2 X
3 X
3 X
6 X job information sheets
6 X
6 X don't remember
N=17
Yes 65% (2 K, 1 First, 5 Second, 1 Third, 2 Sixth)
No = 35% (2 K, 2 First, 1 Third, 1 Sixth)
List = 18%
No List = 82%
'
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8. Chi-Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no and K-1 x 2-6 x list x
Probabilities:
.288623 and .634486.
discussions about jobs were held, 82% can-
not recall what jobs were discussed. Decision-makers should determine the
extent to which specific retention is an enabling objective.
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
9. Do some jobs pay more than others?
a. Can
b. Can
you
you
give me an example?
tell why this is so?
Grade
R
Yes a.
E S P 0 N S E
b. DK
K 1 paint
K 1
K 1
1 1 mechanic, farmer
1
1
1
1
2 1
2 1 sprinklers, nurses
2 1 welder/$7 wk.
2 1 doctor works harder
2 1 $180 or $20/hr.
they planned
i t that way
2 1 insurance, clerk work harder
•
2 1
2 1
1
2 1
electri ci an
,
teacher
work harder
3 1 doctor
3 1 mechanic, clerk
3 1 electrician
6 1
6 1
N=20
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9. Do some jobs pay more than others? (cont.)
Yes = 100% (3 K, 1 First, 9 Second, 3 Third, 2 Sixth)
= 60% (1 K, 1 First, 7 Second, 3 Third)
b. = 20% (4 Second)
DK = 10% (2 First)
9. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x -
^ yes X don't know
^example under "a^" x no example under
correct example x incorrect example
^ response under x no response under
Probabilities: ^ .139537,^ .561106, .779021,^ .602157.
’ The fact that 60% could give an example of pay differentials
and 20% could give any sort of reason for them may or may not be the result
of instruction.
N 20
N 12
N 4
N 2
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Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
10. Do you know anything about the U.S. Budget?
Grade Yes
response
List
K X How much things cost
K X
K X
1 X
1 X
2 X news
2 X food is up
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
3 X
3 X
3 X
6 X
6
. X
6 X
N=17
N 4 Yes = 24% (1 K, 3 Second)
N 13 No = 76% ( 2 K, 2 First, 3 Second, 3 Third, 3 Sixth)
10. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no and K-1 x 2-6 x list x no list.
Probabilities:
.687884 and .600308.
Anal^: A program goal was" to have students understand the role
of government in creating work and to have students become tentatively
familiar with the U. S. Budget through math lessons. Results are minimal,
but the goal is viewed by some decision-makers as ambitious for K-6 stu-
dents. This question more than others may be assumed to be somewhat less
influenced by prior instruction or curricula, as consideration of the U. S.
Budget is not a part of state elementary curricula. Work is not, either,
but this subject might be assumed to come up more frequently in classrooms
and to be more influenced by out-of-school factors.
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Major Component:
Sub-Component:
Intellectual Presence
The World of Work
11. Have you had visitors in the class to tell about jobs?
Grade Yes
R
No
E S P 0 N S E
List
K
X
K X cop, pharmacy
K X
K X
K X don't remember
1 X not on jobs
1 X
1 X
1 X ambulance driver, sinaer
2 X don't remember
2 X
sprinklers, teacher, artist,
mother, father
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X not jobs
3 X
3 X
3 X not on jobs
6 X Argentina
6 X
•
6 X
N=22
N 9 Yes = 41% Yes, on jobs = 24%
N 13 No = 59%
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11. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no and K-1 x 2-6 x list x
no list.
Probabilities:
.867112 and
.872803.
Anali^: 2M specific retention is low for the number of visitors
used, some decision-makers observed. Decision-makers should determine
the extent to which specific retention is a goal, as opposed to general
exposure.
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Major Component:
Sub-Component:
Intellectual Presence
The World of Work
12. Have you made any field trips to learn about jobs?
Grade Yes
RES P 0 N S E
List
K X park
K X beach, ice cream store
K X not jobs
K X animal farm
K X
post office, ice cream store
Christmas trees
K X post offi ce
1 X farm
1 X forest, zoo
1 X
1 X farm
2 X fi re house
2 X park
2 X woods, UCSC, beach
2 X Dhone CO.
,
newspaper
2 X
2 X not jobs
2 X
UCSC, train, post office,
fire, beach, ballet
3 X park, UCSC
3 X
fire, police, store,
park, stables
6 X skateland, A's qame
6 X
6 X
N=22
N 18 Yes = 82%
N 4 No = 18%
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12. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no and K-1 x 2-6 x list x
no list. Responses which were not apparently job-related were
counted as "no list."
Probabilities:
.724528 and 1.
Arraly^: Students had difficulty separating field trips in gen-
eral from field trips having to do with jobs, but decision-makers should
note that specific retention is apparently higher for field experiences
than for other forms of learning questioned.
Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
13. Can you name some jobs now in demand?
Grade Response
K no
K no
1 no
1 no
1 artichokes and celerv
2 no
2 no
2 hospital, not government
2 Mountain View
2 life insurance, not airplanes
2 welders
2 no
3 waitresses
3 strawberries
,
markets, bars
3 I . B.M.
,
ai rports
6 teachers
6 no
6 nurses and doctors
N=18
N 8 don ' t know = 44%
N 10 response = 56%
N 6 right response = 34%
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lo. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x response x no response. "No"
responses were counted as "no response." Also, K-1 x 2-6 x correct
response x incorrect response, as assessed by the evaluator.
Probabilities:
.172761 and .824294.
There is of course no way to assess the role of the pro-
gram in the 34% correct responses, but the data may serve as a base for
setting criteria.
Major Component: Intellectual Presence
Sub-Component: The World of Work
61
14. Is school helping you to prepare for these:
Grade Yes
K 5
1 2
2 6
3 3
6 3
N=19
Yes = 100%
No = 0%
14. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no.
Probability: 1.
Analysis : One can only guess whether students were saying what they
thought they should say or what they had been told by the teachers and
parents. Suffice it to say that these responses do not square very well
with responses to the other 13 questions on this topic, by inspection.
On the other hand, students may simply believe that what ‘they learn in
school does help prepare them for jobs.
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Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education
1. Can you tell me the names of any other languages?
# of RESPONSES
Grade
K
0
.1
1 2 3 4 5
K
1
K
_
1
K
1
1
_
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
•
3
1
3
1
3
1
6
1
6
1
N 7 0 = 37% (2 K, 4 First, 1 Second)
N 3 1 = 16% (1 K, 2 Second)
N 2 2 = 11% (1 Second, 1 Third)
N 5 3 = 26% (2 Second, 2 Third, 1 Sixth)
N 1 4 = 5% (1 Sixth)
N 1 5 = 5% (1 K)
N=19 100%
Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education 63
1. Can you tell me the names of any other languages? (cont.)
Swedish 2
'Irish 2
German 5
Spanish 8
Italian 2
French 3
Chinese 2
Mexican i
Hebrew 1
Japanese 2
Indian i
1. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x 0-2 responses x 3-5 responses.
Probability:
.159807.
Analysis : No criteria for minimal performance set, but there may be
baseline information here. It is interesting to note that the languages
named seem to reflect students' lineage more than the predominance of
Spanish extant in local communities and classrooms.
64Component: Bilingual, Multicultural r-Educati on
2. Can people read or write in other languages?
Grade Yes
response
No Don't Know
K
1 1 1
1 3
2 6 1
3 2 1
6 3 -
N=19
N 15 Yes = 75% (1 K, 3 First, 6 Second, 2 Third, 3 Sixth)
^•3 No = 16% (1 K, 1 Second, 1 Third)
N 1 DK = 9% (1 K)
2. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes and no or don't know.
Probability:
.77157.
Analysis : A very confusing question. The intent was to find out
whether students understood that people who speak other languages might
also be able to read and write in them. The fact that 25% doubted or
weren't sure whether this was so may reflect the ambiguity of the ques-
tion more than their lack of understanding.
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Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education
3. Would you want to learn to speak two or more languages?
N=22
N 12 Yes = 55* (2 K, 4 Second. 3 Third, 3 Sixth)
N 6 No = 27* (3 K, 3 First)
N 4 DK = 18* (1 K, 1 First, 2 Second)
3. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no or don't know.
Probability:
.010869.
Analysis: 55% "yes" responses may reflect a somewhat positive atti-
tude towards language learning, but it is interesting to note that older
students were more in favor than younger ones. K-1 students may not have
thought of the question much before or learned a response to it although
exposure to bilingualism in classrooms among peers was fairly common.
Older students may have known the "right" answer to make or have perceived
more reaso'ns for multilingualism. Given the program's emphasis on student
valuing of multilingualism, results may indicate a need for more work in
this area as well as in simply teaching words in Spanish and other languages
Component; Bilingual, Multicultural Education
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4. Do other job languages do as good a job as English at saying wnat
the people want to say?
Grade Yes
R E S P
No
0 N S E
Don't Know
K 3 2
1 2 1
2 3 1 2
3
1 1 1
6 3 1
N=21
N 12 Yes - 57% (3 K, 2 First, 3 Second, 1 Third, 3 Sixth)
No = 14% (1 First, 1 Second, 1 Third)
N 6 DK = 29% (2 K, 2 Second, 1 Third, 1 Sixth)
4. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no or don't know.
Probability:
.946822.
Analysis : This awkward question intended to find out whether stu-
dents realized that speakers of other languages could communicate with
as much facility in those languages as English speakers could in English
Interpretation of predominantly positive response is therefore difficult
component: Bilingual. Multicultural Education
5. Can you tell me one Spanish word?
Grade RESPONSE
N=20
N 3
N 17
0 ~ 15y^ (2 K, 1 First)
1+
- 85% (3 K, 3 First, 6 Second, 2 Third, 3 Si
D68
5. Ch1 Square cells: K,1 x 2-6 x 0 responses x one or .ore responses.
Probability:
.144085.
This minimal expectation was achieved fairly well
although, of course, the results aren't necessarily attributive to class-
room instruction.
69Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education
6. Can you say "hello," "good morning," or "how are you'
Grade response
0 1 2 3
K
_x
K
X
K
X
K
X
K
X
K
X
1
X
1
X
1
X
2
X
2 X
2 X
2
X
2
X
3
X .
3
X
6
X
N=18
^ 0 61% (5 K, 3 First, 3 Second)
^ 1 = 22% (1 K, 1 Second, 2 Third)
N 1 2 = 6% (1 Third)
^2 3 = 11% (1 Second, 1 Sixth)
n Spanish?
/ u
Chi Square cells; K-1 x 2-6 x 0-1 responses x 2-3 responses.
Probability:
. 162001
.
An^: That of students could not use any of the co«n
courtesy greetings decision-makers wished them to know indicates a dis-
parity between goals and accompli shn^nt which decision-makers should
examine carefully.
Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education
71
7. Can you say the numerals from 1-10 in Spanish?
Grade Less than
response
1-10 1-10 1-20+
K
1
K
1
•
K
1
K
1
K
1
K
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
•
2 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
6 1
6 1
6 1
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7. Can you say the numerals from 1-10 in Spanish? (cont.)
N 6 Less than 1-10 = 26% (3 K. 1 First, 2 Second)
(3 K, 2 First, 5 Second, 1 Third, 2 Sixth)
^ "
'7% (1 First, 2 Third, 1 Sixth)
N=23 100%
7. Chi Square cel
Probabi li ty
:
Analysis : 74%
to instruction, is
Is: K-1 X 2-6 X less than 1-10 x 1-10 or more.
.602081.
accomplishment here, while not directly attributable
interesting to compare with the results from question #6.
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Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education
8. Can you tell me the names of any colors in Spanish?
Grade
K
0
1
response1^14 5
K
1
K
1
K
1
—
K
1
1
1
1 1
__
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
3
1
3
2
1
_
1
6 1
0 = 63% (5 K, 1 First, 3 Second, 1 Third, 2 Sixth)
1 = 0%
2 = 11% (1 First, 1 Second)
3 = 5% (1 Second)
4 = 5% (1 Third)
5 = 16% (1 Second, 1 Third, 1 Sixth)
N 12
N 0
N 2
N 1
N 1
N 3
N=1Q
74
8. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x Q-2 responses x
Probability:
.143531.
Anali^: 63X "0" responses should be noted b
light of bilingual goals and the specificity of s
involved.
3-5 responses.
y decision-makers in
kills and performance
Component: Bilingual
9. Have you learned
Which ones?
t Multicultural Education
in school this year about
75
any different cultures?
Grade
K
K
K
K
K
K
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
6
6
6
response
^0 Types
X
X
X'
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Black, Mexican, Chinese
Chinese, Japanese
Black, Brown, Chinese
Don't remember
Don't remember
Don't remember
Don't remember
Don't remember
Spanish, Japanese
Don't remember
Don't remember
Black, Chinese
Black, Chinese, Spanish
Hebrew, Los Angeles
Hebrew, Latin America
Spanish, Indian, Swedish,
Italian, Irish
Don't remember
Black, Brown
Spanish, German, Chinese,
Black, Brown
Black, Brown
Black, Brown
Black, Brown
Japanese
N 29 Yes = 80%
.
No = 20%
Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education 76
9. Have you learned in school
Mhich ones? (cont.)
this year about any different cultures?
Types
Brown.
.
.
Black.
.
Mexican.
Chinese.
Japanese
Chi cano.
don't remember; 17
Spanish
Hebrew 4
Latin American 2
Indian 2
Swedish 2
Italian 2
Irish 2
German 2
N=47
9. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no, and K-1 x 2-6 x response to
types X no response to types.
Probabilities:
.538022 and .927639.
"yes" responses indicate fairly strong accomplishment.
However, decision-makers should note that 27% of these could not name
specific or general cultures or groups taught. Also, the range of groups
named suggests instruction from state texts as well as program emphasis
upon disenfranchised" ethnic groups although other groups could have
been included in instruction for comparative purposes.
Component: Bilingual, Multicultural Education
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10
.
Grade
response
Yes No List
X
K
X
K
X
1 X don't remember
1 X
2
X
2
<
2 X name calling and lanauaae
2 X what other people sav
2 X di fferences
2 )<
3
>(
3
>c
3 X language
6 >f
6 X lack of rights
6
. X food and jobs
N=17 Yes
No
List
41%
59%
35%
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10. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no, and K-1 x 2-6 x list x
no list or don't remember.
Probabilities:
.552997 and .155416.
3 strong program goal in this area, a 59% "no"
response and a 65% inability to list any specific problems should be
noted by decision-makers. This observation should be balanced by another
one: awareness of problems in this area in rural and predominantly WASP
communities has never been claimed to be high.
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
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1. Do the children in the class listen to/ respond to/follow directions
Grade . R E
Yes
S P 0 N S E
Some/Both
K
X
K
X
K
X
K X
K
X
K
X
1
X
1 X
1 X
1 X
2
X
2
X
2
X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
3 X
3 X
3 X
6 X
6 X
6 X
N 10 Yes = 43%
N 13 S/B = 57%
N=23 100%
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1. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x some/both.
"Some/both" refers to responses like, "some do. some don't."
AnalMl: Student recognition of individual differences may have
exceeded question-frames. If 43% "yes" responses seems low. problems
Of first-year teachers in this area are too co^tonly recognized to be
overlooked.
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
2
. Are the children in the class stati
81
onary or do they wander around a lot?
Grade M
E S P 0 N S E
Some/Both Other
DK
K
wander
K
•
X
K
wander
K
X
K
VJander
1
X
1 X
1
X
2
wander and wiggle
2
X
2 X
2 X
2
always move
2 X
2 X
2 X
3 • X
3 X
3 whatever teacher says
6 X
6 X
6
t
X
N=23 Yes = 5%
S/B =65%
Other =30%
2. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes or other x some/both.
Probability:
.217027.
Anal^: Students gave the only reasonable response they could
to such a question, but a higher percentage of >s" responses would
have indicated lack of goal accomplishment to decision-makers.
83
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
N=8 Work = 12%
Other = 50%
Both = 38%
3. Chi Square cells: 2 x 3-6 x other x work or both.
Probability:
.513182.
Anajy^: Decision-makers meant work to be the right answer. Even
If "both" were acceptable, a 50% response indicates that decision-makers
may have experienced control/motivation problems in excess of desired
goal accomplishment.
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
work independently^Co^theiV own)?'*^^’
children in the cl
Grade
84
ass
^
response
lil No Both
N 12
N 7
N 4
Yes = 52%
No = 30%
Both = 18%
85
4. Chi Square cells; M ;; 2-6 x yes x no or both.
Probability:
.861512.
Analysis: Given the age/grade levels of respondents, 53% >s"
responses seem a reasonable level of attainment. On the other hand.
this is a strong goal area for the program. Prior conditioning of res
pendents may also be a factor.
rComponent: Practical Classroom Methodology
5. Do the civil dren in
are finished?
the class return materials and clean up when they
Grade
Yes
response
No Both
K
X
K
X
K
X
K
X
K
X
1
_ X
1
X
1
X
2
X
^
2
X
2 X
2
X
2 X
3 X
6
X
6
X
6
X
N 10 Yes = 55%
N 3 No = 17%
N 5 Both = 28%
N=18 100%
5. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no/both.
Probability:
.470499.
MIMi: No criteria were set for this attempt to assess coopera-
tion and responsibility of students, but 55% "yes" responses seems rea-
sonable for first-year teachers. On the other hand, self-reporting may
be biased.
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
6. Does the
class?
teacher know what the interests are
88
of the children in the
Grade
K
R E S P 0 N
Yes ^
X
S E
Other
K
X
K
X
K
self- don
' t know
rest - know
K
sort of
1
X
1
X
1
X
1 X
2
a little
2 X
2 X
2
X
2
self - yes
others - don't know
2 X
2 X 1
3 X
3 X fi ghting
3 X
6 don't know
6 X
6 X
N 9 Yes = 41%
N 8 No = 32%
N 5 Other = 27%
N=22 100%
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6.. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no/other.
Probability:
.514548.
AnaLisis: 59% "no/other" responses would not be an acceptable level
of attainment for intern decision-makers. Program staff should consider
instructional implications.
Component: Practical Cl assroom Methodology 90
7. Does the teacher make use of these interests in the lessons?
Grade S P 0 N S E
No Other
— X
—K__
^
K
someti mpQ
^
1
X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2
a little
3 X
6
X
6
sometimes
N 7 Yes = 58%
N 2 no = 17%
N 3 Other = 25%
N=12 100%
7. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no/other.
Probability:
.626837.
Analysis : Some apparent contradictions with #6 responses, but both
could be true at the same time.
Component: Practical Cl ass room Methodology 91
8 . Are there simultaneous
(Are different children
the class?)
different activities going on?
doing different things at the same time in
Yes = 100%, No = 0%
8. Ch1 Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no.
Probability: 1.
Anal^^: Apparent full goal attainment should be balanced by the
fact that yes responses may have been viewed either positively or
negatively by respondents. "Yes" responses would also be given for a
classroom in chaos as well as one in which instruction was individualized.
Component: Practical Cl assroom MethodoloQy
92
9. Do you have too little
Grade Too Little
or too much work to do in the
response
About Right Too Much
class?
N 5 Too Little = 22%
N 11 Too Much = 35%
N 7 About Right = 43%
N=23
100%
93
9. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-5 x too littl
Probability:
.154739.
Anal^:sis_: Responses seem well-balanced
pacing and tempo, if not individualization.
e or too much x about right.
and the goal of appropriate
seems to have been met.
IComponent: Practical Classroom Methodology
someone breaks
94
Grade
response
Yes No
N 14 Yes = 73%
N 5 No = 27%
N=19 100%
10. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no.
Probability:
.515346.
Analysis: Clarity of regulations and consequences of violati
was achieved to a reasonable extent.
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Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
11. Do you think the teacher is fair?
Grade
response
Yes ^
K
X
K X
K X
1 X
1 X
1 X
1 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
3 X
3 X
3 X
* 6 X
6 X
N 16 Yes = 84%
N 3 No = 16%
N=19 100%
11. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no.
Probability: .613225.
Analysi s
:
While fairness is a quality not lommonly lacking in first-
year teachers, the results nevertheless indicate satisfactory goal attainment.
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
12. Is the class stimulating? (interesting, boring?)
Grade
K
No
responseM Sometimes or 0therwi<;p
X
K
X
K
X
1
X
1
X
2 X
“
. 1
. ^
2 X
^
—
2
X
2
X
2
X
2
X
2
X
3
X
6
X
N=14 Yes = 50%
No = 14%
Sometimes = 36%
12. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no otherwise qualified.
Probability;
.263887
"^es" responses may indicate the extent of curricular
problems facing interns, or inadequate pedagogy, or other factors decision-
makers should consider carefully.
Coir.ponent: Practical Classroom Methodol
98
ogy
13. Do the children in the class know what they are supposed to be doing?
response
Grade Yes No Some
K X
K X
K X
K X
K
•
X
K X
1 X
1 X
1 X
1 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
2 X
3 X
3 X
3 X
3 X
6 X
6 X
6 X
N=22 Yes = 86%
No = 10%
Other = 4%
9913. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x no
Probability:
.859281.
A strong response to clarity of instructions. Given their
goals, decision-makers might also consider asking whether students know^
thoy aro doing what thoy're doing-.
Component: Practical
14. Do you know what
teacher?
Grade
K
Classroom Methodology
you would change in the
Response
no
class i f you
1 no
1 no
2 no
2 contracts
,
rules
2'
contracts
2 no
3 nothing
3 stricter
6 don't know
6 don't know
6 quieter
No/Don't know = 66%
Responses = 34%
14. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x any response x no/don't k-now.
Probability:
.311589.
Sketchy responses to a difficult question, but most
responses point towards classroom control. "No" responses may indicate
satisfaction with the status quo or an inability or unwillingness to
answer the question.
Component; Practical Cl a55room Methodology
Are the children in the class reading a variety
response
— Yes Reader Plus No
K
X
K X
K X
1 X
1 X
1 X
2 X
2 X
2
X
2 X
2 X
3 X
3
X
6 X
6 X
6 X
N=16 Yes = 69%
Reader + = 19%
No = 12%
of materials?
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15. Chi Square cells: K-1 x 2-6 x yes x reader plus or no.
Probability:
.679736.
Analysis: 69% "yes" response seems reasonable, but 31% "reader plus
or no" responses should be examined by decision-makers as a strong program
emphasis is involved.
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
102
15. Do you do writing in the class?
Grade responseNo • Reason
so you know how to w ri te
don't know
don't know
to learn
don' t know
able to write goo d
would flunk
so can when grow up
need when bigger
to be better at i
t
part of the work
gives you an imaginati on
N=19 Yes = 95%
No = 5%
Reason = 47%
DK = 53%
16. Chi Square cells; K-1 x 2-6 x
a. reason given x don't know
b. yes X no
.Probabilities;
.312695 and
.863959.
Anal^Ms: The question referred to composition as was explained
orally In Interviews. Goal attalnn^nt apparent, although declslon-
™kers Should note that a) a majority doesn't seem to
.now the reason,
and b) some of the reasons given are not In keeping with
103
program goals.
chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions which may be reached from the evaluation process are
limited by the constraints placed upon that process by decision-makers.
This chapter attempts to summarize briefly the results presented
in the last chapter, and to note those procedural limitations which might
be reduced in a follow-up attempt. Tentative conclusions regarding re-
sults in the three goal areas of the program are stated below, along with
comments from the evaluator on possible implications:
1. Results were most clearly favorable in the area of practical
classroom methodology.
2. Results in the area of bilingual, multicultural education were
mixed. On the whole, they were less strong than in number 1 above
somewhat less strong than in number 3 belo\w.
Evaluator's comments on these findings are as follows:
1. The ranking probably parallels the order of difficulty and
magnitude of the tasks involved in each area.
2. Program staff supervisory and instructional time and effort
should be organized in the light of number 1.
3. Intellectual presence was the newest area of the program and
staff and interns were less prepared and experienced in this area.
4. Articulated curricula in the area of intellectual presence at the
K-6 level are virtually non-existent. More staff and student
time should be spent on developing and articulating units, lessons,
and background resources for classroom use.
5. Students should receive more instruction in the area of intellectual
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presence throughout the four undergraduate years of education
elect! ves.
6. The program must develop more refined evaluation processes as it
refines its ability to articulate goals which appear likely to
remain stable for some time in more specific terms.
7. Continued effort to operationalize goals will help students
bridge the gap between theory and practice.
8. Program goals are abundantly more evident at the end of the year
studied than at the beginning when staff and students were just
learning of them for the first time. This development should
permit a more accurate matching of candidates and program goals
through selection procedures.
9. Evaluation needs to be extended to the other areas of the intel-
lectual presence concept as defined which were not analyzed in
this first study, as the interrelationships inherent in them
would improve ability to assess a complex goal more comprehen-
si vely.
10.
Program staff could reduce evaluation constraints by modeling
for students the time, attention, and effort which evaluation
demands. Evaluation should be added into the concept of intel-
lectual presence if intellectual presence is to be evaluated
accurately.
The Chi Sguare analysis of results was added for the purpose of
finding out whether achievement of goals varied with the age/grade levels
of respondent children, given the lack of vertical articulation in the
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program and the attempt to frame one set of questions which could fit
all respondents in grades K-6.
Without changes in study design itself, which would necessitate
allocation of additional time and resources to evaluation, definitive
conclusions cannot be reached, but the author attempts below to extrapo
late from these to speculate upon possible refinements in design which
the results may suggest for future evaluations.
Attention of decision-makers is principally addressed to the
striking extent to which there is a lack of statistically-significant
pattern of age/grade level variation in student responses. Possible
interpretations of this result which decision-makers might consider in
determining how this variable might be handled in future evaluations
include the following:
1. Age/grade level differentiation in responses might not be
expected in the area of practical classroom skills.
2. Age/grade level differentiation in responses might reasonably
be expected in the areas of intellectual presence and bi-
lingual, multicultural education.
3. Areas questioned were roughly equally new to all grade
levels; thus, all started at or near the same base line and
progressed or failed to from that point forv;ard.
4,
Students obtained roughly equal information on question areas
from out-of-school sources like family and television, and in-
struction was not provided or was not effective in achieving
vertically articulated results.
Decision-makers attempted to frame questions which could be5.
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asked at all levels K-6; thus, questions lacked the po«er to
discriminate among levels of knowledge, attitude, understanding
or skills.
6. Areas questioned do not depend upon age/grade level factors.
7. Program goals are not vertically articulated; thus, classroom
instruction was not.
8. Evaluator attempts to roughly equalize cell size by dividing
vertically, into K-1
.
2-6 cells suppressed patterns because the
2-6 range is too broad in comparison to the K-1 range.
In view of the limitations of the study mentioned in the chapter
entitled.
"Description of the Study." the evaluator suggests that
decision-makers give consideration to the following possible design im-
provements before mounting any follow-up study:
1. Setting some minimal criteria for defining the degree of success
expected in each area. Program documents should define evalua-
tion as a negotiation between evaluator and evaluatee. There
cannot be a negotiation without terms to negotiate.
2. Obtaining data on a pre-test, post-test basis to suppress the in-
fluence of outside variables and to develop a measure of progress
from a defined starting point.
3.
Adding a control group of students from the same schools/levels
to enable comparison of students taught by interns to students
taught by other teachers, particularly for the area of intellec-
tual presence.
4.
Developing more varied data sources to offset the shortcomings of
oral interviewing.
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5. Refining the questions to be asked more thoroughly.
Having given the limited conclusions which can be drawn from
the study, and having noted possible implications for improvement of
evaluation design, the evaluator in the remainder of this chapter re-
turns to the general construct of intellectual presence and attempts to
offer some personal observations regarding the construct.
Decision-makers may wish to consider the following issues re-
lated to program design and evaluation:
1. If understanding of the many complex problems in the concept of
intellectual presence by new teachers is difficult to achieve
in a one-year program, either the program should be lengthened
or selection procedures tightened to emphasize interns' previ-
ous acquaintance with the concept--or both.
2. Teacher preparation curriculum should be diversified to include
simulations, debates, guest speakers on important issues, and
the like to reinforce concepts presented didactically.
3. Intern participants should be asked to submit K-6 curriculum
lessons on units which relate to intellectual presence on a reg-
ular basis to program staff, so that curricular resources may be
developed for the program as a whole.
4. It may be helpful to add measures of intern performance to
strengthen the program and to set clearer expectations for
interns.
5.
Some attempt should be made to identify school situations for
intern placement in which departures from standard curricula are
at least tolerated if not actively encouraged.
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6. The program could add a six to eight week pre-service progran,
in the summer preceding placement in schools in the fall to
allow each intern to have at least two to four weeks' curricu-
lum developed ahead of time, so that the necessity of starting
with curriculum already "on the shelf" is reduced.
7. In order to strengthen their own understanding of the intellec-
tual presence concept, the interns might be asked to teach in
undergraduate classes in which they would explain how the con-
cept may be translated into K-6 curriculum.
8. The program could make an organized effort to obtain exemplary
documents and particularly curriculum from outside sources
which relate to the intellectual presence concept.
9. The program could arrange for interns to visit schools and
classrooms where various elements of the concept are being
modelled.
This first attempt at evaluating an interesting teacher-
preparation program went, as the program did, directly from definition
of goals to a search for student outcomes. Put another way, the first
question was, "What do we want to accomplish?" and the second was, "Are
we accomplishing it?" It was the evaluator's observation that many par
ticipants felt that even though they understood the goals and shared
them, they still didn't know how to reach them. As there is some evi-
dence in this study that they were correct, program staff should con-
sider adding a question between the two mentioned above, "Now that we
know where we want to go, how are we going to get there?" Since many
no
schools of education emphasize means and hardly consider ends, it is re-
freshing to find a program that outs ends before means. Nevertheless,
since means are required to reach ends, greater emphasis in instruction
upon ways teachers can reach these ends may be worth considering. The
program's claim that anyone who knows what his ends are will be able to
figure out the means of obtaining them is not tested in the program
despite widespread evidence that we all have goals we don't know how to
In keeping with the program's emphasis upon teacher as intellec-
tual model, program staff may wish to consider modeling in interns'
classrooms some of the ways in which teachers can develop intellectual
presence in students, as this is the ultimate goal.
And finally, the program must come to terms with those internal
contradictions which prevent it from achieving its own ends. If, for
example, the program's assumption that the construct "intellectual pres-
ence" cannot be developed in students until and unless it is first devel-
oped in the teachers of those students-- an assumption at least partially
borne out in this study-- then the question must be asked, "What are the
best means by which to develop intellectual presence in teachers (in
order that they may in turn develop it in students)?"
To date, the program has one means to achieve this end; didac-
tic presentation of one model of intellectual presence. There is logic
and consistency in this means: staff model for teachers who model for
students. And yet, there are contradictions here.
First of all, the model presented, whatever its merits, is the
product of many years of thought and action on the part of its author.
/
Can beginning teachers be expected to achieve the same end and fully
in
internalize 1t at a stage In their careers and lives when 1t was not
achieved at the same stage by Its own author? "Why can't a woman be
tore like a man?" someone asked. Why can't you know and feel as a 20 -
year-old what I know and feel as a 50-year-old? Why can't you as a
five-year-old know and feel what I do as a 20-year-old?
The program argues that people do what they do on the basis of
a phenomenonological cost-benefit analysis’ they make, but It fails to
take into account the fact that such analyses consistently vary across
age and experience.
Secondly, the program's reliance upon didactic teaching Is con-
tradicted by Its own goals and assumptions. For example, since It
assumes that the best way to learn about democracy is to experience It,
there is a goal that classrooms be miniature democracies In which stu-
dents learn about the nature of executive, legislative, and judicial
functions by practicing them. Yet beginning teachers while they are
told to ^ this, do not themselves experience It to a sufficient extent
in their training, even though the program's own analysis of education
makes clear that they will not have experienced It previously In their
school ing.
And thirdly, if experience and modeling are the best tea;:hers,
as the program assumes, then decision-makers must reckon with the contra-
diction that intellectual presence is neither experienced by nor
modelled for the novice teachers in the public school environments in
The process of assigning values to phenomena according to
analysis of the advantage or disadvantage individuals see for themselves
in the phenomena.
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which they are placed. It 1s analogous to going to a fomal lecture to ;
learn about non-formal education.
Another contradiction is that the program has as its goal that
every student have a world view, or in other te^s, an ideology u
thus assu.es that people do not now have these things, or there would
be no need to have the goal.
owever. since the program assumes that people's actions are
dictated by a phenomenological cost-benefit calculation consciously or
unconsciously made, it is apparent from the program's own logic that
many people's calculations do not now lead them to want to have an in-
tellectual world view or ideology. And if that is so. the program must
contend with the contradiction that people s^ have something they
do not appear to value having.
This would appear to contradict the program's emphasis upon
realization of the democratic ideal, a dilemma for all reform programs.
For the program to succeed, a majority of the people must change to
want something they appear not to have wanted before. If the program's
assumption that education best serves society by preparing its young to
better it is a correct one. then the society Itself must share that
view. Presumably, if society war.td its young to be prepared to change
It. schools would be preparing them in that way. The program argues
that the best way to change society is through its young, despite little
evidence that society itself is eager to he one-upped by its own off-
spring. It could be argued that society itself must first be educated
to want itself proved wrong by its young before it will allow those to
Whom it entrusts the development of its young to prepare the young to
undo at least some of what society does that seems indefensible.
Most fundamentally, the program assumes that possession of i„.
tellectual presence is an end in itself, while at a first glance this
assumption might
-appear to have the flaw of repeating the means-ends
-congruencies of the other approaches to teacher preparation with
Which it finds fault, the flaw may be more apparent than real.
Surprisingly, the program's argument that intellectual presence
is both a legitimate means to improvement of the human condition, and a
desirable human condition itself may be able to be affirmed.
The rationalization for this conclusion runs along the follow-
ihg lines: If the human condition can be improved, intellectual pres-
ence would help achieve this end. On the other hand, if the human
condition is viewed as static, then there is still the possibility that
the mere fact of having a vision or end in view is phenomenologically
important, whether or not it ever is reached, simply because it allows
one to see direction and purpose and sense in one's own life.
Put differently, if sanity is defined (as it was earlier) as
the ability to cope with reality, then the ability to make sense out of
the reality could very well be one important way to cope. Viewed in
this way, intellectual presence becomes a psychological construct which
enables its holder to function successfully in a complex environment.
The concept of intellectual presence may also be viewed as a
definition of intelligence, which the program defines as the ability to
negotiate complex environments.
The amorphous sound of the foregoing is less bothersome when the
central criterion for determining whether intellectual presence is in-
deed present or not is not only that one have a vision or world view.
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but also that this must in turn be based
insuring against the triumph of fantasy
may appear to permit.
upon logic and evidence - thus
over reason which the concept
In the end. If trying to find meaning and purpose in the world
in which one findshimself may be accepted as a legitimate goal for or
an intrinsic part of society and life itself, then intellectual pres-
ence as a goal for those charged with preparing the young for society
IS defensible. Without such a context of meaning and purpose, current
curriculum goals which emphasize knowledge as an end in itself seem
Singularly devoid of intellectual presence.
The approach of making means into ends which characterizes so
much of school curriculum and teacher-preparation curriculum has limi-
tations which are sufficiently apparent to this observer that the con-
cept of the intellectual presence of the teacher is worthy of further
explication and study.
This study attempted to apply a particular evaluation
methodology to a particular teacher-preparation program. Tha.t metho-
dology has as its stated purpose the provision of data for decision-
making. With further development, the concept of intellectual presence
may generate interesting questions to which both evaluation and research
methodologies may fruitfully be applied.
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appendix
DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
Major Component: Intellectual
^b-Component: Ihe World nf im;
self ''Sorkina''in'^n° by your-ir, working m small groups, working with the whole classj
What are some of the jobs people do?
What job do you know the most about?
a) What things do you have to know for this job?b) Where could you learn these things?
c) What ages could do this job?
d) Can both men and women do this job?
e) Can different ethnic groups do this job?
f) Could you do this job if your parents didn't have much money?
What is one job you would like to do?
a) What does a do?
b) Where does a work?
c) Who does a work with?
Can you tell the advantages/disadvantages of this job?
With respect to this job --
a) How much schooling do you need?
b) How much money would you make?
-- Would you make enough to buy a house?
c) What kinds of people would you hire for this job if you were theboss?
Have you learned about jobs here in school?
Have you had a discussion about jobs here in school?
Do some jobs pay more than others?
a) Can you give me an example?
b) Can you tell why this is so?
Do you know anything about the U. S. Budget?
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n.
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12 .
13.
14.
1
.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10
.
1
.
2
.
Have you had visitors in the class to tell about jobs?
Have you made any field trips to learn about jobs?
Can you name some jobs now in demand?
Is school helping you to prepare for these?
^Hingual, Multicultural Education
Can you tell me the names of any other languages?
Can people read or write in other languages?
Why would anybody want to learn to speak two or more languages?
?he°Jeo^lfwanr?rsay?'°
'' ^ '"^lish at saying what
Can you tell me one Spanish word?
Can you say, "hello," "good morning," or "how are you" in Spanish?
Can you say the numerals from 1-10 in Spanish?
Can you tell me the names of any colors in Spanish?
a) Que color es eso? (point to colored object)
Have you learned in school this year about any different cultures?
a) Which ones?
Are you aware of any problems which people in these minority
cultures have?
a) What are they?
Component: Practical Classroom Methodology
Do the children in the class listen to/respond to/follow directions?
Are the children in the class stationary or do they wander around a
lot?
3 . When the children in the class are talking, do they talk about
their work or about other things?
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4
.
5 .
6
.
7
.
8
.
9 .
10
.
11
.
12
.
13
.
14
.
15
.
16
.
wSrk i^SLjendently"^ own*)?
children in the class
?he“arffinished? ^'ean up when
interests are of the children in
Does the teacher make use of these interests in the lessons?
different activities going on? (Are dif-ferent)Children doing different things at the saL time in th^
Do you have too little or too much work to do in the class?
rule?^
children in the class know what happens if someone breaks a
Do you think the teacher is fair?
Is the class stimulating? (Interesting, boring?)
Do the children in the class know what they are supposed to bedoing?
Do you know what you would change in the class if you were the
teacher?
Are the children in the class reading a variety of materials?
Do you do writing in the class?
a) Do you know why?

